
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Thank you for choosing a VARILIGHT® Switch Dimmable EnergySaver+ Compact Fluorescent Lamp. During the lifetime of this 
light bulb (which is 16,000 hours) you can expect to save over £100 on energy bills and reduce CO2 emissions by over half a 
tonne!**    
 
**Approximate values based on average usage   
 
The groundbreaking technology in this product enables you to dim using a conventional light switch. Please follow the 
instructions below. 
 

 
GUARANTEE 
Important: In case of electronic failure please return this product to our service department. It is in addition to and not in 
derogation of the statutory rights of the purchaser and is offered so that you may have the benefit of our technical facilities. 
Should any defect occur in this unit within 12 months of its purchase we will replace or repair the defective unit free of 
charge provided that:- 
a) The unit has been correctly fitted according to the instructions and has only been used on 200-250V AC. 
b) The product has not been tampered with or taken apart. 
c) No physical damage has been caused to the product. 
d) The unit is securely packed and returned intact to:- 
Service Department, Carylls Lea, Faygate, Horsham, West Sussex, RH12 4SJ (Tel. (01293) 851584) together with a 
letter stating the guarantee registration number below, the date and place of purchase, the type of switch being used and 
the details of the fault. This guarantee states Varilight’s entire liability, which does not extend to cover consequential loss or 
damage or installation costs arising from a defective product. GUARANTEE REGISTRATION NUMBER SD13. 
 

www.varilight.co.uk  
 

VARILIGHT® 
 

Important: Do not attempt to use this light bulb with a dimmer switch*. This may damage the light 
bulb beyond repair. This light bulb contains its own dimmer. Use with a conventional light switch. 
 

* Choose the specially designed VARILIGHT® Dimmable EnergySaver+for use with a dimmer switch. 
 

Do not use with light fittings where the light bulb is surrounded by a glass globe as over-heating may 
lead to early bulb failure. 

Please keep 
these instructions 
for future 
reference. 
 

 Reg. No. SD13
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Each time the lamp 
is switched on it 
comes on at the 
same brightness it 
was last switched off 
at. 
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To change the brightness, 
switch off and then on again 
within 1 second; 
 

 
the lamp starts to cycle 
smoothly down and then  
up again***. 
 
*** After 6 cycles the lamp will  
return to its previous brightness 
setting so that, in the event of a 
power cut triggering the cycling 
process, the lamp’s setting is 
restored 

 
In a hurry? 
 
You can 
easily select 
full brightness  
at any time**** 
 
From the on position 

 
 
From the off position 
 

 
**** Don’t switch too quickly! Ensure light 
bulb illuminates each time you switch on.
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When the brightness 
you want is reached, 
switch off and on 
again. The lamp is now 
set at this brightness 
until you want to 
change it. 
 
To change the 
brightness, follow 
these steps again. 

 


